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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the recent years, the need for macroeconomic information at very high frequency has 

considerably increased. The strong interaction between macroeconomic activity and 

financial markets and the ability of the latter to influence almost on daily basis 

macroeconomic conditions, has generated a need for a daily updated macroeconomic 

indicator reflecting such conditions. Ideally, such kind of indicator should be represented 

by a daily updated version of GDP or by a robust proxy of it. The aim of this paper is to 

derive an innovative macroeconomic indicator, timely available, updated on a daily basis, 

attractive, easy to read and to communicate, with strong methodological foundations and 

having a high macroeconomic content.  

1.1. Monthly indicator daily updated versus daily indicator   

PEEIs are available at monthly or quarterly frequency but some of them, especially those 

referring to financial markets, can also be available at daily frequency. Furthermore, 

additional variables, non-included in the PEEIs, such as the oil price and the commodity 

prices index can be considered in the compilation of the indicators, due to their ability to 

impact the economic activity. In constructing a composite indicator, an important point to 

be addressed is which frequency we would like to construct the indicator at. Alternatives 

are: monthly and daily. 

A related issue is the frequency of the updating of the indicator. Since in a month there 

are a number of releases of PEEIs covering almost all working days, it is clear that even 

an indicator available at monthly frequency can be updated almost daily. Furthermore, if 

we include daily financial variables it is obvious that such indicator will change every 

day. The main difference between the two cases is that the monthly indicator will remain 

stable in terms of number of observations for a month (even if the most  recent 

observations  will be  revised) while the daily one will  show a new observation each 

working day. Taking into account the fact that both the monthly daily updated and the 

daily indicator will require a daily computation and considering the higher content of 

actual information, the daily indicator appears to be the best and most appealing choice. 

1.2. What the indicators should measure 

There are three kinds of indicators that could be constructed: 

A) GDP based indicator 

B) Indicator of the general economic situation, such as the Conference Board type 

C) Economic perception based indicator, such as the economic sentiment indicator based 

on tendency surveys 
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The first possibility is the most appealing one also because it has a direct interpretation. 

The construction of a daily indicator of GDP based on the national accounts framework 

is obviously unfeasible at the moment. By contrast, constructing a daily proxy of GDP 

reflecting the daily perception of economic agents on the total production of the current 

months is absolutely feasible. 

2. METHODS 

Firstly we have analysed from the theoretically point of view a number of mixed 

frequency models which have suitable characteristics for dealing with daily information 

too. Then we have presented an evaluation of the relative performance of mixed 

frequency models applied to a large daily/monthly dataset for constructing a daily 

indicator of economic conditions for the euro area. We have focused on single indicator 

bridge/MIDAS/UMIDAS models and we have identified the most promising indicators 

for each class, which only partly overlap. 

We have also compared the results of single indicator bridge/MIDAS/UMIDAS models 

with pooling, to have a first evaluation of the usefulness of a larger information set. It 

turns out that pooling is not so useful in this context, and therefore we will not further 

consider it. 

We have then constructed a Conference Board type of indicator and compared its 

performance with that of the best daily and monthly single indicators. It turned out that 

the latter are generally better, which highlights the usefulness of a more model based 

approach to the construction of the daily indicator of economic activity. 

We have then extended the analysis as follows: 

 Assess the robustness for the single indicator MIDAS-UMIDAS models to the 

use of real time (rather than final) data. 

 Implement multi indicator UMIDAS and bridge models, based on the best single 

indicators resulting from the real time single indicator analysis. 

 Evaluate multi indicator UMIDAS and bridge models for the euro area from a 

statistical and economic point of view. 

 Compare them with pooling of selected single indicator UMIDAS and bridge 

models. 

 Implement the preferred multi indicator based procedure for the euro area also for 

the largest euro area countries and assess the performance. 

 

3. RESULTS 

Based on the detailed investigation described in section 4, we have in a first step 

identified a limited number of variables which have shown to be the best performing 

ones. This set of variables is composed of two monthly ones, the industrial production 

index and the economic sentiment indicator, and two daily ones, the nominal exchange 

rate and the 10 years bond yield. Those variables have then been modelled using a 

UMIDAS approach which has shown to be computational efficient and performing not 

worse than more sophisticated models. Finally, we have compared four different 

specifications of the UMIDAS model in forecasting GDP: with and without AR error 

structure and with and without a step dummy to accounting for the recessionary period. 

The retained specification providing the most satisfactory results in forecasting the 

current quarter GDP has been the one without AR component and with step dummy 

variable. 
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The upper and medium panels of Figures 1 and 2 report the (day by day evolution of the 

rescaled inverse MSE) weights of each single, respectively, UMIDAS and Bridge model. 

We see that the weights are similar across indicators and stable over time, with a slight 

dominance for IP, whose weight also increases a bit over time. The lower panels of 

Figures 1 and 2 presents the daily evolution of the RMSE of the 6- and 4-combined GDP 

nowcasts from the pooled UMIDAS and bridge approaches, respectively. We see that the 

RMSE values are very similar across methods, and the core 4-variable nowcast is slightly 

better than the 6-variable combination for both methods. Even if the RMSEs are a bit 

large mainly due to the inclusion of some quarters of the crisis in the simulation period, 

they nicely decline over the quarter, as more and more information is available. 

In summary, the analysis conducted in this section supports the use of an inverted MSE 

combination of four single UMIDAS models (without AR) based on monthly IP and ESI 

and daily 10y and USD as the econometric tool to produce a daily economic indicator for 

the euro area. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The identified procedure shows the following interesting characteristics which suggest it 

like the most appealing for regular production. 

1. Is easy to implement (based on OLS estimation) but still slightly more sophisticated 

than standard bridge models. 

2. Is based on well-known and generally accepted indicators, available and comparable 

also across countries. 

3. Produces results that have an economic interpretation (all the indicators have the 

proper sign). 

4. Gives increasing weight to the monthly indicators as time passes within the quarter but 

takes into account daily information. 

5. Produces good nowcasts of GDP growth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


